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AUTOMATIC CONTROL - THE FUNDAMENTALS 

Gladwyn Lago 

Since the begi nni n g of recorded t ime , man has sought to make 
his life easier by producing devices that would relieve him of the 
drudgery of many tasks . The industrial r e volut ion in the 19th cen-
tury relieved man's muscles of many tasks by using energy obtained 
from coal 9 oil , other chemicals and from flowing water. 

The development of aut oma tic control devices in the last few 
years has been referred to by some as t he second industrial revo-
lution. The first industrial revolution relieved man's muscles 
whereas the second industrial revolution relieves man's brains as 
well as his muscles . 
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Automatic control cuts across all fields and in t he process 
creates a new field of its own. Automatic control encompasses such 
things as: posi tioning of mechan ical objects, controlling fluid 
flow , viscosity, temperature r humidity , pressure, chemical reactions, 
handling of parts , assembly of parts, data handling, computing and 
inventory control among others. 

Automatic control in the broade st sense of the terms signifies 
an entire group of operations. For e xample, raw materials may be 
supplied to the input of a plant and the finished product taken from 
the output without being t ouched by a human operator. Inside this 
plant many distinct sets of operations may be involved each of which 
may make use of one or more automatic control devices. The operation 
of the entire plant can be understood once each of the automatic con-
trol devices itself is underst ood . The building block of all these 
devices is the feedback control loop or the closed-loop system . This 
paper is a review of many methods of analysi s and design of feedback 
control systems. 

A simplified version of a closed-loop system is shown in Figure 
1. This figure should be referred to for the following discussion. 
The symbol r(t) is the time function that describes the reference 
input or input signal. The c(t) is the controlled variable or out-
put of the closed-loop system. The difference between the output and 
the input is called the actuating signal ( often referred to as the 
error signal) and e(t) stands for this signal. The g 9 ( t) refers to 
the plant or that port ion of the system that · the feed6ack loop is 
attempting to control. Many times the characteristics of the plant 
must be modified before the loop can be closed and this is done by 
the compensation elements referred t o a s g 1 (t). The signal e(t) is 
modified by the compensation element s , and the modified signal m(t) 
is applied to the plant, 
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Although many mathematical tools can be used in the analysis of 
feedback systems, the Laplace transform is the method used most 
extensively today o The direct Laplace transform of a time function 
is defined by use of an improper integral and the integral transforms 
the function of time into a function of a complex variables. On 
Figure 1 R(s) j E(s) 1 G1(s), M(S) ~ G2(s) and C(s) are the Laplace 
transforms of r(t) , e(t) , g 1 (t) , M(t), g2 ( t) and c(t) respectivelyo 

It can be shown that C(s) in terms of the other transformed 
quantities is 

C(s) = R(s) G1(s) G2(s) 
1 t G1 (s-) G2 (s-) 

For convenience let 

and the ratio of C(s) to R(s) can be written as 

C(s) 
R(s) 

= G(s) 
l+G(s) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The designer of an automatic control device has himself in the 
peculiar position of wanting a system with zero error, yet he is work-
ing with a syst em that will not function unless there is an error. 
The answer t o this apparent dilemma is that everything in the world 
is done only within certain t olerances o The same is true of a control 
system and as long as a closed-loop system can perform a given task 
within certain tolerances, the operation of the system is satisfac-
tory o 

One of the criteria that has been developed to determine if the 
performance of a system is satisfactory ~i s the response of the system 
to a unit-step function inputo This type of input specifies that the 
system is at rest and all of a sudden the input signal r(t) is given 
a value of unity. The response of the output c(t) is observed and is 
plotted as shown in Figure 2o The quantities most often used to dis-
cuss a response of thi s type are : percent overshoot, rise time, 
settling time and delay timeo These quantities are indicated on 
Figure 2 and discussed in the following paragraph. 

The percent overshoot is the percentage by which the output 
exceeds the input o The rise time is the time it takes the system to 
go from 10 percent to 90 percent of the outputs final valueo Settling 
time is a measure of how long it takes the system to settle down to 
within 5 percent of the final value o Delay time is the time is takes 
the system to reach 50 percent of the fian l valueo Sometimes dif-
feren t percentage values are used in defining these terms (as for rise 
time and sett ling time) but the meaning of the definitions remain the 
same . 
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One method for the analysis of control systems is the writing and 
solving of the differential equations for the system with some stand-
ard type of input signal such as the unit-step function . This method 
leads to the transient response of the system in a straightforward 
manner. However, if the response obtained by this analysis is not 
the desired response, the system must then be redesigned and the tran-
sient response method of analysis is not satisfactory as a design 
tool. This is shown briefly through the use of an example . 

Let it be supposed that the equations that describe a system 
are the following 

and 

1.425 e(t) + 0.03 de(t) t 7.6 je(t) dt 
d t 

= 0 . 0025 d2c(t) + 0 . 01 dc(t) 
dt2 dt 

e(t) = r(t) - c(t) 

(4) 

(5) 

When the Laplace transforms of equations 4 and 5 are taken and the 
results solved for the ratio of C(s) and R(s), the following equa-
tion is obtained. 

C(s) _ 12 [s2 +47 .4s+254J 
R(s) - [s3+16s2+569s+3054] 

(6) 

Before the solution of equation 6 can be found for more specific 
input signal, the denominator must be factored . When this is 
done the equation 6 can be written as 

C(s) _ 12 s+6 .2 s+41 .2 
R(s) - [s+6J [s+5+,j22] [s+5-j22] 

(7) 

All of the methods for factoring high degree polynomials involve 
some sort of an approximation procedure . Therefore, the relationship 
that exists between the system coefficients and the roots of the char-
acteristic equation (the denominator of the Laplace transform) are 
so devious that design essentially becomes a matter of trail and 
error. After a few terms are defined , this matter will be discussed 
further. 

Equation 7 is a function of a complex variable and ass takes 
on most values, the magnitude of this equation behaves in a regular 
(analytic) manner except whens approaches a value that makes the 
denominator equal to zero . For example , ass approaches -6, the 
magnitude of the equation behaves in a rather singular manner in 
that it increases without bound. Therefore, any value of s that makes 
the denominator equal to zero is known as a singularity of the 
function oi s . Actually, the type of singularities present in 
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equation 7 are known more specifically as poles . In a similar manner, 
a~y value of s that makes the numera t or equal t o zero is known as a 
zero of the function . For this particular example, the poles and 
zeros are located on t he complex s-plane , as shown in Figure 3. The 
poles are indicated. by the x-marks and the zeros by the small circles. 

Now let us return to the discussion of the limitations of the 
transient method of response . For this particular example , suppose 
the transient response found for this system is not satisfactory and 
suppose the designer wants to move the poles at s• --5:t j22 farther 
to the left in the s-plane to say s=-10± j22 . What can be done to 
achieve the desired results. The devious nature of factoring makes 
it impossible to know what to do except to make a guess and repeat 
the entire analysis. 

For these reasons, other design methods have been developed. 
A procedure that has received extensive attention is to execute the 
design i .n terms of the frequency response of the system. By this 
is meant that a sinusoidal input is applied to the system and left 
long enough for the system to reach steady- state conditions. After 
this the magnitude and phase of the output as compared with input 
is measured as the frequency is varied over a wide range. The curves 
obtained in this manner are used to determine if a system is satis-
factory in somewhat the same manner that the step-function response 
curves are used. Mathematically, s can be replaced by j w in the 
equations for C(s) over R(s) and the frequency response of the closed-
loop system is obtained. A typical frequency response curve is 
shown in Figure 4, The magnitude of this ratio is defined as M. 
The maximum value of Mis referred to here as MM and the value of the 
angular frequency w at which M is equal to O, 707 is called the band 
width of the system , 

Graphical techniques have been developed that allow the designer 
to work in terms of the frequency response of the open-loop instead 
of the closed-loc;,p systems. One of the things that this technique 
does is to solve the problem of absolute stability . This is one o.:f 
the problems inherent when a feedback system is used. The open-loop 
system may be stable but when the :feedback path is closed, the result-
ing closed-loop may be unstable. An unstable system is one in which 
the input no longer has any control over the output. If equation 3 
is written as a function of W by substituting j w for s, the result is 

G(j(J)) = 
R(jLU) 

G(jw) 
1 + G(jtu) 

By inspection, it can be observed .that 

G(jc.u) • - 1 

(8) 

(9) 
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the ratio of C(jw) to R(ju.>) is infinite thus representing an unstable 
systemo As a generalization of thi s technique , it has been shown 
that if G(jw) is plotted on the complex plane and if as the resulting 
curve is traversed in the direction of increasing frequency, t he minus 
one point is to the left, then the system will be stable when t he 
feedback loop is closed . Conversely, if the minus one point is to 
the right, the system will be unstable when the feedback loop is clos-
ed o Figure 5 indicates a stable and an unstable s ys t em . 

The plot of G(jw) can also be made to yield much more informa-
tion than whether a system is s table- or not. A f'amily of constant M 
curves can easily be placed on the G(jw) plot a s shown on Figure 6a. 
By observing the frequency at which G(jw) crosses one of these curves, 
the closed-loop freque ncy characteristics can be determined from the 
op.en- loop frequency plot O In this example G(jcu) crosses the M = 1. 1 
curve at w =lVJ_ and thi s yields a point on th e closed-loop plot of 
part bo At c.v =LL-2, G(jw) crosses the M=L3 curve and yields another 
point in part bo From the plot of part b, the value of MM and band 
width can be determinedo 

A third facet o f the use o f the G(jw) plots is shown in Figure 7 
and this has to do with the problem of compensation. The uncompensat-
ed syst em G2 (j w ) as shown yields an unstable system if the feedback 
loop is closed around onIY this portion of the system because of the 
location of the minus one point o If a compensation network G1 (jw) 
can be placed in ser i es wi t h the G2(Jt.U) so that the resulting curve 

G(j c.v) = G1 (jw) G2 (jw) (10) 

is s hifter as shown, a s table system will result when the feedback 
path is closed around the combinat i on o Thi s compensation of a G(jt.U) 
plot to reshape it until it has more des irable characteristics is 
perhaps the mos t important part o f the use of these plots o 

The procedure of designing a system in t erms of the frequency 
r esponse has brought up the problem of correlating the frequency re-
spon s e and the transient response of a system o For example, a desired 
transient r esponse may be the final result but the designer chooses 
to work in terms of t he system frequency response. One rule of thumb 
that has been used extensively s tates that if the frequency response 
o f the closed-loop system has a value of~= 1,3, the transient re--
sponse will be satisfactory , However , many systems exist that have 
this s ame lo3 va lue and yet the s ystems transient response may be 
ut t erly differento Two such systems are indicated on Figure 8 . 
Another c onsideration is that e ven though thi s rule of thumb has been 
veri fied in a large number of cases , there i s al;ways a feeling of 
doubt when suc h a rule is appl i ed in a new situation , 

The need for correlating the frequency response and the transient 
response is the primary reason for development of the root-locus method 
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which has been used extensively. This method studies the movement 
of the poles of the closed-loop system as t he gain of the open-loop 
system is changed. Attention is focused upon the entire complex 
s-plane and from this the frequency response and transient response 
can be deduced. A more complete discussion of this concept will be 
presented after the root-locus method itself is discussed further o 

The root~locus plots behave in a very definite manner and follow 
a set of rules that are relatively easy to apply. Although a com-
plete discussion of this subject is beyond the scope of this paper. 
Figure 9 gives an idea of the behavior of these plots o For this 
figure, the open-loop G(s) function is 

G(s) = K(s+0o05) (11) 
s(s+0 . 5) (s+l) (s+2) 

The gain constant K is the variable and takes on values from zero to 
infinity. The location of the poles of closed-loop system is the 
quantity depicted as a function of the gain Kon the root-locus plot. 
In general, the loci move from the open-loop poles to the open-loop 
zeros. Therefore, in Figure 9, when the gain K is zero, the poles of 
the closed-loop system start at 0 , -0 . 5 , -1, and -20 As the gain K 
is increased, one of the poles of the closed-loop system moves from 0 
to -0.05 along the negative real axis . Another of the poles moves 
from -2 to - oo along the negative real axiso The other two poles 
start at -0.5 and -1 and first move toward each other along the nega-
tive real axis and finally meet at some intermediate pointo After 
this , they break away from the negative real axis and move toward 
their respective asymptotes. The location of the break-away point 
and of the asymptotes can easily be calculated . These plots can also 
be calibrated in terms of K. That is for a certain value K, each 
of the loci will be at a certain pointo The approximate location of 
the loci for some value of K equal to K1 is shown by the arrows on 
Figure 9. 

The zeros of the open-loop and closed-loop systems are the same. 
The location of the poles and zeros for the system shown on Figure 9 
for K set at a value of K1 is shown on Figure 10. If this system is 
driven by a unit step function, the Laplace transform of the output 
is given in general terms by 

C(s) = K1 (s+z) 
S(s+P1) (S+P2) ( S+01-1-j(U1) (S+G1-jw1) 

(12) 

The inverse transform of equation 12 (which is the step function 
response) is of the form 

c(t) = k 0 +ki{ - P1 t+k2{ -P2ttkf-6it Sin (w 1t+J) (13) 





The terms containing Pl and P2 are of the exponential decaying type, 
The farther P 1 and P2 are to the left of the complex s -plane, the 
more rapidly these terms will decay , Also , t he more nearly -P1 
approaches the zero at - Z, the smaller will be the coefficient k 1 , 
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The last term of equation 13 represents and xponentially decaying 
sinusoidal component of the response , The farther the complex con-
jugate pair of poles are to the left in the complex plane, the more 
rapd.dly this term will decay . '!'he farther these complex pair of poles 
are away from the horizontal axis, the higher the frequency of oscil-
lation of this component, 

Therefore , the skilled designer can observe the location of the 
root-locus plots and almost by inspection can determine the approx-
imate step function response the system will have for a certain value 
of K, 

Not only is the step function response apparent from these plots, 
but in a somewhat different manner , the frequency response can also 
be obtained. As stated earlier, the frequency response of the closed-
loop system can be obtained mathematically by replacing S by jw in 
ratio of C(s) over R(s), When this is done for the system being 
discussed, the result is 

C (jw) = Kl (jw+Z) 
R(jw) (j<»+P1) (jw+Pz) (jw+6i tjw1) Ucvto1-jlV1) 

(14) 

By inspection of Figure 11, it can be seen that each of the quanti-
ties such as (jw-Z) is a vector (or phasor) from the particular zero 
or pole in question to the point on the vertical axis determined by 
the value of thew under consideration, Therefore, the frequency 
response of the system at a particular value of w is the product of 
K1 times the proper number of vectors in the numerator corresponding 
to the number of zeros of the system divided by the proper number of 
vectors in the denominator corresponding to the number of poles of 
the system. In order to determine how the frequency response varies 
as a function of frequency, it is only necessary to visualize how 
these vectors swing as w moves up the vertical axis, 

The analysis of a system as K is varied is straightforward by 
use of the root-locus method, However, if no value of K gives the 
desired response, then the root-locus plots must be reshaped or in 
other words compensation is required, As a simple example of this 
sort, let it be supposed that it is desired to have the loci that 
mov-e into the right half plane and do so at a higher value of K, 
This can be done by adding a compensation network which itself adds 
poles and zeros to the open-loop system, The zeros may be added in 
such. a manner as to attract the loci that formally moved into the 
right half-plane and by inserting two new poles farther to the left 
on the negative real axis, The resulting loci is indicated on Figure 
12 .. 
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The point to be emphasized from this example is that there is no 
clear cut method of determining where to add the poles and zeros o:f the 
compensation network , The loci can be reshaped by using any number 
of different compensatio n networks and the determination of which of 
these to use is essentially a trial and error procedure, 

The final method of design of f eedback control systems to be dis-
cussed is the method originally suggested by E, A, Guillemin, The 
Guilllemin's procedure removes the trial and error process necessary in 
the other methods discussed thus far by firs t focusing attention on the 
poles and zeros o:f the closed-loop system and then determining the 
poles and zeros of the open-loop syst em , Once these are known, the 
G1 (s) for the compensation network can be found from which the compen-
sation network can be synthesized, As a very brief example of this, 
suppose the plant portion of the system is given by 

G2.(s) = K -----~- (15) 
S(S+P1) ( StP2 ) 

The demands placed on the system are studied and. it is determined 
that the following ratio of C( s ) to R(s) will satisfy these demands 

C(s) 
R(s) 

G2(s) G2 ( s) = ,--a:;;_...;.....___::;:;....;._.;_. _ ___., 

lt G1 ( s) G2 (s) 

: K2 ( s+Z) 

(s+P3) (s+P4 ) ( s+6+jW) (st,o-j W) 
(16) 

This equation can be chosen to satisfy both frequency response and 
transient response requirement s , From thi s the product of G1(s) 
G2(s) can be determi ned as 

G1(s) G2(s) : K3(s+Z) 
S(s+P5)(s+P6 )( s+P7 ) 

(17) 

and the equation for the compensation network can be determined as 

G1(s) = G1(s) G2(s) 
G2(s) 

_ K4(s+Z)(s+P1)(s+P2) 
(s• P5)(s+P6)( stP7) 

From this equation the compensation can be designed, 

(18) 

This method is essentially a direct synthesis procedure and elim• 
inates the trial and error process inherent in the other methods 
discussed, This method of design essentially says that we want the 
closed loop system to behave in a certain manner so let this be the 
starting pointo Then the compensation network is found to make the 
system function in the desired manner , 
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This paper has presented a very brief and sketchy survey of the 
methods now in common use for the design of feedback control systems . 
It is admitted t hat the coverage is far from complete . T'he purpose 
of this paper is rather to show how the pieces fi t t ogether with the 
hope of increasing the readers interest in this fascinating field. 
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